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1 Sharing Stories commenced
deeds
exaggeration
heroic
impress
posed
sauntered
wring

  Approaching   slogan, woolen, listen, bacon, frighten, soften, captain, 
mountain, sandal, signal, global, nickel, marvel, barrel, practical, pretzel, 
fable, simple, angle, ankle

  On Level   slogan, woolen, listen, heron, frighten, lengthen, captain, 
mountain, sandal, signal, global, bushel, marvel, barrel, practical, pretzel, 
fable, chuckle, angle, nozzle

  Beyond   slogan, hasten, broaden, abandon, frighten, lengthen, 
salmon, mountain, financially, identical, global, chisel, marveled, barrel, 
practically, parallel, morsel, chuckled, ample, nozzle

2 Discoveries astounded
concealed
interpret
inquisitive
perplexed
precise
reconsider
suspicious

  Approaching   unusual, underwater, regain, repaired, unaware, unfriendly, 
unfinished, unimportant, refreeze, replenish, reunite, rediscover, rewrap, 
disconnect, dislike, distrust, nonslip, misguide, overact, submerge 

  On Level   unusual, underwater, regain, repaired, unaware, unfriendly, 
unfinished, unimportant, refreeze, replenish, reunite, rediscover, rewrap, 
disconnect, discourage, dishonest, nonspecific, misguide, overwhelm, 
submerge 

  Beyond   unusually, underwater, regain, repaired, subaquatic, unfriendly, 
unfinished, unimportant, miscalculated, replenished, reunited, 
rediscovering, rewrap, disconnect, discouraged, dishonestly, nonspecific, 
misguided, overwhelm, submerge

3 Take Action anticipation
defy
entitled
neutral
outspoken
reserved
sought
unequal

  Approaching   contest, content, protest, combat, permits, rebel, present, 
insert, desert, record, minute, produce, object, contract, refuse, conflict, 
research, excuse, buffet, extract 

  On Level   contest, content, protest, combat, permits, rebel, present, 
insert, desert, subject, minute, compact, conduct, contract, refuse, 
conflict, research, excuse, entrance, extract 

  Beyond   incense, content, protest, combat, permits, rebel, coordinate, 
insert, desert, subject, predicate, compact, conduct, contract, refuse, 
conflict, research, excuse, entrance, extract
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Unit 4 (continued)

4 Consider Our 
Resources

absorb
affect
circulates
conserve
cycle
glaciers
necessity
seeps

  Approaching   rancher, searcher, picture, future, butcher, measure, 
pleasure, mixture, treasure, feature, pasture, creature, lecture, gesture, 
nature, catcher, moisture, capture, seizure, archer

  On Level   rancher, searcher, pressure, future, butcher, measure, pleasure, 
mixture, treasure, feature, pasture, creature, lecture, gesture, nature, 
fracture, moisture, stretcher, legislature, azure

  Beyond   stature, searcher, pressured, enchanter, leisurely, exposure, 
pleasure, mixture, manufacture, feature, pasture, posture, lecture, 
gesture, architecture, fractured, moisturize, stretcher, legislature, azure

5 Express Yourself barren
expression
meaningful
plumes

  Approaching   distance, importance, balance, attendance, absence, 
evidence, dependence, substance, disturbance, entrance, dance, 
clearance, glance, romance, residence, radiance, resistance, chance, 
presence, hesitance

  On Level   distance, importance, balance, attendance, absence, 
performance, dependence, substance, disturbance, appearance, 
assistance, ignorance, brilliance, ambulance, residence, radiance, 
resistance, reluctance, persistence, hesitance

  Beyond   tolerance, perseverance, acceptance, attendance, absence, 
prevalence, dependence, substance, disturbance, appearance, assistance, 
ignorance, brilliance, ambulance, residence, radiance, resistance, 
reluctance, persistence, hesitance 
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